MELBOURNE CUP INSTAGRAM COMPETITION // COOGEE BAY HOTEL
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Information on how to enter form part of these conditions. Entry into the competition
constitutes acceptance of these terms and conditions.
2. Entry is only open to Coogee Bay Hotel patrons. Employees (and their immediate families)
of the Promoter, and its agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible to enter the
promotion. Entrants must be over 18 years of age at the time of the competition.
3. The period for entry into the promotion commences on Thursday, 12 September 2019
and the winner will be selected and announced on Thursday, 10 October 2019.
4. To enter, you must visit our Instagram page @CoogeeBayHotel
(https://www.instagram.com/coogeebayhotel/) and comment on one of our competition
posts, telling us why you want to win in 25 words or less, and tag your bestie in the
comment! You and your bestie must be following us on Instagram to enter.
5. The prize is 1 x $375 voucher to White Runway’s online store at
https://whiterunway.com.au/ and 2 x tickets to Melbourne Cup at Coogee Bay Hotel, valued
at $240.
6. The winner will be selected on Thursday, 10 October and announced on social media on
the same day, at 4pm.
7. This promotion is a Game of Skill and is limited to one entry per person. The most creative
answer will win.
8. All competitions are conducted at Coogee Bay Hotel, 253 Coogee Bay Rd, Coogee NSW
2034.
9. Total Prize pool for entire promotional period is maximum $615 AUD ONLY. The White
Runway voucher of $375 must be used in a single transaction.
10. Any additional expense incurred as a result of winning this prize is the responsibility of
the winner, including shipping, additional food and drink and transport to and from the
event.
11. Prize is non-transferable, non-refundable, non-exchangeable, non-replaceable and nonredeemable for cash.
12. To the extent permitted by law, the Promoter is not responsible or liable for:
a. inaccurate / incorrect transcription of entry information;

b. purported entries that are not received for any reason, including because they are lost,
misdirected or stolen, or that are received, but are late, illegible, incomplete, sent with
insufficient postage (where entry is by post), or sent other than as directed in the entry
instructions;
c. any problems or technical failures of any kind, including malfunction of any telephone
network or lines, computer online systems or network, servers or providers, computer
equipment, or software;
d. unauthorised human intervention in any part of the competition;
e. electronic or human error which may occur in the administration of the competition;
f. any loss suffered or sustained, to person or property and including, but not limited to,
consequential (including economic) loss by reason of any act or omission, deliberate or
negligent, by the Promoter, or its servants or agents, in connection with the arrangement
for supply, or the supply, of any goods or services by any person to a prize winner and,
where applicable, to any family/persons accompanying a winner; or
13. If for any reason this competition is not capable of running as planned, including
infection by tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures or any other
causes beyond the control of the Promoter which corrupt or affect the administration
security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct of this competition, the Promoter reserves the
right in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual who tampers with the entry process,
and to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the competition. The Promoter assumes no
responsibility for any error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or
transmission, communications line failure, theft or destruction or unauthorised access to, or
alteration of, entries.
14. The judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
15. The Promoter is Coogee Bay Hotel, ABN: 82 926 785 027. Address: 253 Coogee Bay Rd,
Coogee NSW 2034. Phone: 02) 9251 1188

